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ment for the future of art. Meanwhile, from his studio on Greifswald 
Harbor in Germany, Caspar David Friedrich painted a sky with a chro-
mic density that— one scientific study has found— corresponds to the 
“optical aerosol depth” of the colossal volcanic eruption that year.3

Forster, Turner, and Friedrich— all committed skywatchers— saw the 
imprint of major atmospheric changes in the North Atlantic. But nei-
ther Forster’s London sky “on fire” in September 1815 nor the nearly 
three years of destructive global cooling that ensued inspired anyone 
to the realization that a faraway volcanic eruption had caused it all. 
Not until the Cold War— and the development of meteorological in-
struments to measure nuclear fallout— did scientists begin study of the 
atmospheric residency of volcanic aerosols. The sun- blocking dust veil 
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Figure 0.1. This 2007 model of Tambora’s sulfate cloud shows its global reach, with 
a band of high aerosol concentration at mid-  to high latitudes in both hemispheres, 
notably over the North Atlantic and Western Europe. This model situates the volcanic 
cloud in the stratosphere, 24– 32 kilometers above the Earth. (Chaochao Gao, “Atmo-
spheric Volcanic Loading Derived from Bipolar Ice Cores: Accounting for the Spatial 
Distribution of Volcanic Deposition,”  Journal of Geophysical Research 112 [2007]: D09109; 
© American Geophysical Union).



Figure 0.2. Caspar David Friedrich, Ships in the Harbor (1816). Sanssouci Palace, Potsdam. 
(© Erich Lessing/Art Resource, NY).
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of Tambora’s yawning caldera. Its six- kilometer diameter might as well 
have been a thousand. My swimming eyes performed no better than 
my camera in taking measure of the volcano’s unhealed intestinal can-
yon, let alone in imagining its once pristine peak a mile above me in 
what was now open sky. Sleepless and damp in our tents the night be-
fore, we had felt rumblings from deep in the earth. Now, we smelled the 
distinct odor of sulfur in the morning air. Looking down for a moment 
to recover my senses, I realized I was standing on a sponge- like rock 
that, but a blink before in geological time, had been adrift among the 
brewing magma of Tambora’s subterranean chamber.

Gazing out across that dizzying crater, I felt no better equipped than 
pioneer meteorologist Thomas Forster in 1815 to grasp the catastrophic 

Figure 0.3. Tambora’s caldera. The morning this photograph was taken (March 3, 2011), 
the mountain rumbled and the odor of sulfur was palpable. A few weeks later, the 
volcano began belching ash and smoke. By September that year, Indonesian seismolo-
gists had ordered evacuation of the surrounding area. Volcanologists do not expect an 
imminent eruption, however, on account of the geologically recent 1815 event. (Author 
photo).
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impact of a single mountain’s explosion on the history of the modern 
world. It was a calm sunrise. The straits of  Teluk Saleh to the south came 
into view over the treetops, its postcard blue waters dotted with islands 
in the milky sunlight. Stretching behind us, the forests of the Sanggar 
peninsula appeared at perfect peace. Did an event of world- changing vi-
olence truly happen here? Like the shivering audience in that Manches-
ter hall two centuries ago, trying to make sense of Franklin’s ramblings 
about cold weather and an Iceland volcano, I could hardly believe in 
Tambora’s global reach.

It has taken five years of research into the science of volcanism and 
climate, collaboration with scholars across many disciplines, and much 
dogged detective work to remake that morning’s ascent of Tambora 
in my imagination: to articulate, in book- length form, the years- long 
impact of the massive 1815 eruption on the world in the critical period 
after the Napoleonic Wars. Unlike Benjamin Franklin and Thomas For-
ster, I have had the advantage of modern scientific instruments and data 
through which to “see” the otherwise invisible teleconnections linking 

Figure 0.4. An aerial view of Tambora’s caldera taken from the International Space Sta-
tion shows its terrific, lunar- like dimensions. (NASA).
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figure 1.1. A map of the nineteenth- century Dutch East Indies. Rubber, spices, rice, 
tobacco, nickel, and tin were among the commodities sought after by European and 
Chinese traders. (Based on John Haywood, Historical Atlas of the 19th Century World 
[New York: Barnes & Noble, 2002], 5.22).

Meanwhile, on the far side of the world, on Sumbawa— a remote 
island outpost of the European war in the blue seas east of Java— the 
beginning of the dry season in April meant a busy time for the local 
farmers. In a few weeks the rice would be ready, and the raja of Sang-
gar, a small kingdom on the northeast coast of the island, would send 
his people into the fields to harvest. Until then, the men of his village, 
called Koteh, continued to work in the surrounding forests, chopping 
down the sandalwood trees vital to shipbuilders in the busy sea lanes of 
the Dutch East Indies.

In the fields of Sanggar and the neighboring half- dozen island king-
doms, the people cultivated mung beans, corn, and rice, as well as cash 
crops for the lucrative regional market: coffee, pepper, and cotton. Oth-
ers collected honey or tiny bird’s nests from the seaside cliffs, an aph-
rodisiac much sought after by wealthy, lovelorn Chinese. In the grassy 
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fields of the village, meanwhile, Sumbawa’s famous horse breeders 
groomed their stock.2 For these commodities, the raja and his villagers 
traded a range of practical and luxury items, including cattle, salt and 
spices from the islands to the east, bronze bowls from China, and pret-
tily decorated pots from what are now Cambodia and Vietnam.3

Sumbawa had been settled by people from the neighboring larger  
islands of Java, Celebes, and Flores about four hundred years ear-
lier. These pioneers converted large stretches of the densely wooded  
landscape to rice paddies and grasslands for grazing cattle and horses. 
Pre- eruption Sumbawa boasted a great diversity of ethnicities and lan-
guages. The Sanggarese, for example, on the northeastern peninsula, 
looked nothing like their compatriots on the western side of Sum-
bawa; nor could they understand each other’s speech. Of the mother 
islands, Celebes had maintained the strongest influence on Sumbawa 
as a kind of vassal state, its powerful capital Macassar exacting crush-
ing taxes upon the Sumbawans. Then, in the seventeenth century, the 
Dutch arrived to stake their claim upon the region. It was the good 
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figure 1.2. This map of Sumbawa shows Tambora’s dominance of the northeastern 
Sanggar peninsula, sparsely populated since 1815. The island capital, Bima, lies to the 
east. Out of picture, to the west, lie the smaller but better- known islands of Lombok 
and Bali, and beyond these, Java, the principal island in the region. Sumbawa’s eastern 
neighbor is the island of Komodo, home of the famous “dragon” lizard.
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escape the eruption’s reach, following an inland southerly course away 
from the sea, whose interaction with the pyroclastic streams created 
the deadly whirlwind and tsunami. Keeping to the narrow route be-
tween Koteh and Dompu— the sole band of the peninsula spared from 
lava inundation— their unimaginable flight involved five- meter- high 
molten rivers spitting and smoking on either side, their escape like a 
latter- day miracle of the Red Sea. The raja of Sanggar and his band of 
survivors owed what life remained to them to both the topography of 
Tambora, which directed the magmatic flow of the April 10 eruption 
more to the northwest and south, and the trade winds, which blew the 
volcanic ash in a westward direction toward the islands of Bali and Java.

On the sunless days following the cataclysm, corpses lay unburied 
all along the roads on the inhabited eastern side of the island between 
Dompu and Bima. Villages stood deserted, their surviving inhabitants 
having scattered in search of food. With forests and rice paddies de-
stroyed, and the island’s wells poisoned by volcanic ash, some forty 
thousand islanders would perish from sickness and starvation in the 
ensuing weeks, bringing the estimated death toll from the eruption to 
over one hundred thousand, the largest in history.14 Even the wealthy 
raja of the now vanished kingdom of Sanggar could not save his beloved 
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jet

Pyroclastic �ow

figure 1.3. After the initial plinian jet of a Tambora- style eruption, the volcano’s vent 
collapses, and pyroclastic flows of magma issue down the subsiding mountain slopes. 
In the case of an island eruption such as Tambora’s, these boiling streams generate 
enormous secondary ash clouds on flowing into the cooler sea waters. Thus both the 
original plinian event and the subsequent phoenix clouds are capable of injecting vol-
canic matter into the stratosphere, as happened in 1815.
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For years after 1815, ships encountered vast islands of pumice stone as far 
away as the Indian Ocean, thousands of kilometers to the west. These 
great pumice pontoons were littered with burnt slivers of trees, the car-
bonized residue of Sumbawa’s once dense and valuable forests.

During the eruption, on Borneo to the north, where the earth shook 
amid a great roar, the indigenous people believed the sky was falling, 
while on the eastern coast of Java, the birds kept a stunned silence until 
11:00 the next morning. Visibility shrank to a few feet, so thick was the 
fallout. Driven west by the beginning monsoon, Tambora’s ash cloud 
consumed Sumbawa and Lombok before descending on Bali, covering 
the island in ash a half- meter deep.18 The same gigantic cloud “dreary 
and terrific”— Tambora’s pyroclastic plumes drifting westward— could 
then be seen approaching the Javan shore from the direction of Bali, 
and the air grew very cold.19 Across a 600- kilometer radius, darkness 
descended for two days, while Tambora’s ash cloud expanded to cover 
a region nearly the size of the continental United States. The entire 
Southeast Asian region was blanketed in volcanic debris for a week. 
Day after dark day, British officials conducted business by candlelight, 
as the death toll mounted.

When a semblance of sunlight returned at last sometime on April 13,  
the scattered bands of survivors on the Sanggar peninsula found them-
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figure 1.4. Timeline of Tambora’s eruption, based on eyewitness accounts and subse-
quent geological analysis of the site. (Adapted from Stephen Self et al., “Volcanological 
Study of the Great Tambora Eruption of 1815,” Geology 12 [November 1984]: 660).
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selves in an unrecognizable, barren landscape. In every direction, ash 
meters thick had buried their island home as they had known it. On the 
western slope of the mountain, where the kingdom of “Tambora” itself 
was submerged, an entire ethnic group disappeared, and with it their 
language, the easternmost Austro- Asiatic tongue. On nearby islands, 
conditions were almost as dire. Reports later surfaced of starvation and 
rat plagues on Lombok, while thousands of Balinese attempted to sell 
themselves or their children for handfuls of rice.20

A worse fate met those unable to resort to the slave market. As a 
response to abolitionist legislation recently enacted by the British Par-
liament, the governor of Java, Stamford Raffles, had outlawed the slave 
trade in the capital Batavia (now Djakarta), unwittingly eliminating the 
only social safety net his subjects knew.21 One wonders if Raffles ever 
understood the unforeseen consequences of that progressive policy, 
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figure 1.5. Map showing the density of ashfall issuing from Tambora’s phoenix clouds 
(the plinian explosion, because vertical, produced ashfall across a smaller area). Prevail-
ing trade winds drove the ash clouds north and west as far as Celebes (Sulawesi) and  
Borneo, 1,300 kilometers away. The explosions on April 10, 1815, could be heard twice as 
far away. (Adapted from Stephen Self et al., “Volcanological Study of the Great Tambora 
Eruption of 1815,” Geology 12 [November 1984]: 661).
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the ghost king will send his own daughter, another phantom of 1815, to 
lure you ever deeper into the forest with her trilling laughter, until you 
can never find your way home. Many young Sumbawan men have been 
lost this way, they say.

We climbed the jungle slopes of Tambora late in the rainy season. 
Tormented by leeches and the razor- sharp leaves of a fern called srra, we 
came upon a trio of young Sumbawans hunting wild pig in the jungle. 
They were smoking cigarettes under cover of a small lean- to after a fruit-
less morning’s hunt. From a tinny cassette player in the dirt, a young 
woman sang songs of love in Arabic, accompanied by the jungle’s hum. 
The young hunters, good Sumbawans all, listened to her gentle plead-
ings in silence, unmoved. When we had rested— and picked each other 
clean of leeches— the men showed no inclination to join us on our 
climb. Only the occasional volcanologist or tourist now visits Tambo-

figure 1.6. Pottery and other household items excavated from a buried village on the 
lower slopes of Tambora in 2004. They offer evidence of a prosperous island commu-
nity well integrated in the regional trade zone of the East Indies and, by extension, 
linked to the hemispheric economies of China and Europe. (© University of Rhode 
Island/Michael Salerno).



figure 1.7. Portrait of Sir Stamford Raffles, by George Francis Joseph (1817). The land-
scape background suggests the fertile “Eden” of the East Indies that was Raffles’s po-
litical dominion, while the rich assortment of papers and Asian artifacts represents 
his scholarly investment in the History of Java, published the year of the portrait. The 
Hindu character of Raffles’s art collection is deliberate: Raffles’s History goes to great 
pains to elevate Java’s “native” Hindu traditions, more congenial to English colonizers, 
above the more recent introduction of Islamic culture. (© National Portrait Gallery, 
London.)
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he sent a ship laden with rice as a form of disaster aid, with Lieutenant 
Owen Phillips in charge of relief operations. Raffles takes pride in this 
act in his History, though by our modern reckoning his humanitarian 
gesture was pitifully inadequate: a mere few hundred tons of rice, ca-
pable of feeding perhaps twenty thousand survivors on Sumbawa for 
a week.

Given the cataclysmic scale of Tambora, it is also accorded strangely 
minimal space in Raffles’s History of Java. His narrative of the eruption 
is not to be found in the long chapters on Javan history or even in 
the generous section on volcanoes. Rather, it is squeezed into a lengthy 
footnote between essays on Java’s “Mineralogical Constitution” and its 
“Seasons and Climate” as an episode that “may not be uninteresting” 
to his readers. Raffles thus stands as the first in a long line of Western 
historians to miss, or in his case willfully deny, Tambora’s impact. His 
reticence on Tambora is easily explained. Raffles represents Tambora 

figure 1.8. An idealized Javan landscape from the early nineteenth century paints an 
idyllic scene; but it also shows the proximity of village life to the volcanic mountains 
that run east- west across the East Indies archipelago. (Lady Sophia Raffles, Memoirs of 
Sir Stamford Raffles [London: John Murray, 1830], 149.)
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Figure 2.1. J.M.W. Turner, Mt. Vesuvius in Eruption (1812). Turner had never visited the 
Bay of Naples when he painted this dramatic rendering of Vesuvius. The image thus 
represents less a physical landscape than a product of Romantic popular culture— an 
imagined pastiche of verbal descriptions, other paintings, and sideshow volcanic spec-
tacles in London. (Yale Center for British Art.)

their pyrotechnic displays as volcanic paroxysm, treating patrons to 
nightly effusions of smoke, cacophonic rumbles, and fiery lights jetting 
from giant plaster Vesuvian cones. “The Eruption of Vesuvius Vomiting 
Forth Torrents of Fire!” promised a typical newspaper advertisement. 
Surrey Gardens, which boasted its own lake, could re- create the entire 
Bay of Naples in its Vesuvius show. The fireworks’ reflections in the 
water enhanced the wow- factor of the spectacle, putting the gardens’ 
managers one step ahead of the competition.7

With the violent upheavals of the French Revolution, a new layer 
of symbolism became adhered to volcanic spectacle.8 On Octo ber  17, 
1793, at the height of Robespierre’s Reign of Terror, Queen Marie 
Antoinette faced the guillotine in front of a heaving Jacobin mob 
in the newly christened Place de la Révolution in Paris. The follow-
ing day, the nearby Theatre de la République premiered a play titled  
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Figure 2.2. Graph showing sulfate deposition, from both poles, corresponding to the 1809 
and 1815 eruptions. Because these two major eruptions— Tambora’s being “colossal”— 
occurred within six years, they ensured significant suppression of global temperatures 
across the entire decade. (Jihong Cole- Dai et al., “Cold Decade [AD 1810– 19] Caused by 
Tambora [1815] and Another [1809] Stratospheric Volcanic Eruption,” Geophysical Re-
search Letters 36 [2009]: L22703; © American Geophysical Union.)
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fiGure 3.1 and 3.2. On the left, a sketch portrait of Mary Shelley at age eighteen, while 
she was living in Geneva. Several full portraits of a young Mary Shelley were taken in 
this period, but this tantalizing sketch is the only image to survive (though doubts lin-
ger as to its authenticity). It reminds us of how young the author of Frankenstein was in 
the summer of 1816. (Russell-Coates Gallery, Bournemouth; © Bridgeman Art Library.) 
On the right, Percy Bysshe Shelley as he was in 1819, at age twenty-eight. (By Alfred 
Clint; © National Portrait Gallery.)

Leaps the live thunder! Not from one lone cloud,
But every mountain now hath found a tongue . . . 
How the lit lake shines, a phosphoric sea,
And the big rain comes dancing to the earth!
And now again ’tis black,— and now, the glee
Of the loud hills shakes with its mountain- mirth,
As if they did rejoice o’er a young earthquake’s birth.6

In Byron’s imagination, the Tamboran storms of 1816 achieve volcanic 
dimensions— like an “earthquake’s birth”— and take delight in their de-
structive power.

What caused the terrible weather conditions over Britain and western 
Europe in 1816– 18? Why so much rain and so many destructive gales?
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The relation between volcanism and climate depends on eruptive 
scale. Volcanic ejecta and gases must penetrate skyward high enough to 
reach the stratosphere where, in its cold lower reaches, sulfate aerosols 
form. These then enter the meridional currents of the global climate 
system, disrupting normal patterns of temperature and precipitation 
across the hemispheres. Tambora’s April 1815 eruption launched enor-
mous volumes of long- suppressed volcanic rock and gases more than  
40 kilometers into the stratosphere. This volcanic plume— consisting 
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fiGure 3.3. This diagram shows the penetration of loftier volcanic matter into the strato-
sphere. There, as volcanic sulfur dioxide is chemically transformed into sulfuric acid, an 
aerosol layer forms, reducing incoming radiation from the sun and cooling the surface, 
even as the stratosphere itself is warmed. (Adapted from M. Patrick McCormick et al., 
“Atmospheric Effects of the Mt. Pinatubo Eruption,” Nature 373 [February 2, 1995]: 400; 
© Macmillan Publishers Ltd.)
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the latitudes of the globe. Wind is the weatherly expression of these 
temperature and pressure differentials, transporting heat from the trop-
ics to the poles, moderating temperature extremes, and carrying evapo-
rated water from the oceans over the land to support plant and animal 
life. The major meridional circulation patterns, measuring thousands 
of kilometers in breadth, transport energy and moisture horizontally 
across the globe, creating continental- scale weather patterns. Mean-
while, at smaller scales, the redistribution of heat and moisture through 
the vertical column of the atmosphere produces localized “weather” 
phenomena, such as thunderstorms.

In the summer after Tambora’s eruption, however, the aerosol load-
ing of the stratosphere heated the upper layer, which bore down upon 
the atmosphere. The “tropopause” that marks the ceiling of the Earth’s 

fiGure 3.4. Weymouth Bay, 1816 (oil on canvas), John Constable (1776– 1837). The Victoria 
& Albert Museum, London, UK. Courtesy of The Bridgeman Art Library.
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itself seemed generated by “the magnificent energy and swiftness of 
a tempest.”11 Thus it was that the unique creative synergies of this re-
markable group of college- age tourists— in the course of a few weeks’ 
biblical weather— gave birth to two singular icons of modern popular 
culture: Frankenstein’s monster and the byronic Dracula.12

A week after the memorable night of June 18, Byron and Shelley al-
most came to grief sailing on Lake Geneva, caught unawares as another 
violent storm swept in from the east. “The wind gradually increased in 
violence,” Shelley recalled, “until it blew tremendously; and, as it came 
from the remotest extremity of the lake, produced waves of a frightful 
height, and covered the whole surface with a chaos of foam.” By some 
miracle they found a sheltered port, where even the storm- hardened 
locals exchanged “looks of wonder.” Onshore, trees had blown down or 
been shattered by lightning.13
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fiGure 3.5. The number of extreme high- wind days measured in Edinburgh spiked fol-
lowing Tambora’s eruption, as this graph clearly shows. The second spike corresponds 
to the meteorological perturbance following Krakatau’s eruption in 1883. (Alastair 
Dawson et al., “A 200- Year Record of Gale Frequency, Edinburgh, Scotland: Possible 
Link with High- Magnitude Volcanic Eruptions,” The Holocene 7.3 [1997]: 339).
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people lead to social breakdown, violence, and chaos. In the volcanic 
cooling of 1816, human hearts are “chill’d” along with the atmosphere. 
This is Byron’s Apocalypse Now. The fragile edifice of civilization has 
crumbled— no cities, no agriculture— leaving a traumatized human 
remnant to wander across a scene of biblical desolation:

The brows of men by the despairing light
Wore an unearthly aspect, as by fits
The flashes fell upon them; some lay down
And hid their eyes and wept; and some did rest
Their chins upon their clenched hands, and smiled;
And others hurried to and fro, and fed

fiGure 3.6. Lord Byron on his balcony at the Villa Diodati by Lake Geneva. Here, at 
perhaps the most famous rented address in British literary history, he played host to 
the Shelleys in the summer of 1816, witnessed the great storm of June 13, and wrote the 
apocalyptic poem “Darkness.” (Print Collection, Miriam and Ira D. Wallach Division, 
New York Public Library.)



Calcutta

Figure 4.1. The Maratha War in 1817 was waged in the independent regions of north- 
central India, south of Delhi. Lord Hastings’s forces, encamped south of the city of 
Gwalior on the River Sinde, removed east to the River Betwah after the deadly cholera  
outbreak. (Adapted from a contemporary map by American cartographer Fielding  
Lucas, in his General Atlas, Containing Distinct Maps of All the Known Countries in the 
World [Baltimore, 1823].)
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Percy Shelley’s literary- minded cousin, Thomas Medwin, served as 
an officer in Hastings’s army in that fateful campaign. His experience 
along the banks of the Sinde “haunted” him the rest of his life:

One march I shall never forget . . . I was in the rear- guard, and did not get 
to my new ground till night, and then left eight hundred men, at least, 
dead and dying, on the road. Such a scene of horror was perhaps never wit-
nessed. . . . We lost a whole troop.6

Sometime after that traumatic experience, perusing a street bookstall in 
Bombay, Medwin came across a volume of Shelley’s poems and resolved 
to renew his contact with his young relation, in whom he discerned the 
marks of poetic genius. After his discharge from the army, he joined the 
Shelleys at their new expatriate home in Pisa in October 1820.7

Figure 4.2. A View of Erich above the River Betwah, as depicted by an anonymous artist 
attached to Hastings’s expeditionary force in 1817. The cliffs about the Betwah provided 
a safe haven for British troops following the cholera outbreak. The river is considered 
sacred by tradition and is mentioned in the Sanskrit epic the Mahabharata. (© British 
Library, Marquess of Hastings Collection.)
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mechanisms of the Indian wet monsoon begin to stir.12 As the Earth’s 
summer tilt draws the sun’s maximum heat to the latitudes just north 
of the equator, the land responds more quickly to the increased solar 
input than does the vast thermal sink of the Indian Ocean. The tem-
perature gradient between land and ocean steepens, awakening the 
cloud- bearing monsoonal winds from the south, which rush en masse 
into the depressurized atmosphere over the Indian continent. The 
winds abruptly swerve northeast, according to the rotation of the Earth, 
and head directly for the Bengal delta, bearing storm clouds that brood 
and toil over the Indo- Gangetic plain for weeks on end, powered by an 
atmosphere crackling with energy. Cooling as it rises over the heated 
earth, the moisture condenses, depositing wave after wave of torren-
tial rains onto the parched earth in the form of cataclysmic storms. 
At the height of this annual meteorological drama, the Ganges River 
takes to imitation of its ocean neighbor: gale winds from the south 
turn the river current against itself, propelling storm surges over the 
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Figure 4.3. A synoptic map showing the major weather systems associated with mon-
soonal fluctuations across South Asia. In summer, a low- pressure system over land re-
sults in the influx of moist air from the Bay of Bengal, while in the winter dry season 
the reverse occurs: a high- pressure system drives moisture away from the landmass. (Bin 
Wang, ed., The Asian Monsoon [Berlin: Springer, 2006], 145.)
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counts were hazy, perhaps inflated, and suspiciously round. Certainly 
thousands, perhaps tens of thousands, died in the first season. By the 
1830s, at the beginning of the global cholera panic, European estimates 
of Indian fatalities since 1817 would run into the millions, numbers im-
possible to verify.23

Cholera anD CliMate Change

Endemic cholera in Bengal had traditionally been associated with the 
“winter” months of November to January, with a smaller peak in the 
hot, dry months of April and May. The reach of the disease remained 
limited, in any given year, for the simple reason that it soon ran out 
of fresh victims. Explanations for the unprecedented epidemic out-
break in Bengal in 1817 depend upon the putative emergence of a new 
strain of cholera capable of bypassing the built- up immunity of its  

Figure 4.4. William Hodges, The Ghauts at Benares (1787). (Royal Academy of Arts, Lon-
don; Photo: John Hammond.)
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ing. The disease soon confounded the Jameson school of medico- 
meterological scientists, since cholera declared itself at home across 
multiple latitudes and climatic zones. In 1819– 20, the epidemic retraced 
the path of Tambora’s volcanic plume southeast across Burma and 
Siam (Thailand), where cholera’s victims clogged the rivers and canals 
of Bangkok, plunging the kingdom into crisis. From there the epidemic 
spread to Java, where Tambora’s curse performed a kind of tragic sec-
ond coming, killing an estimated 125,000 people, more than died in the 
volcanic eruption itself.

Mortality throughout the East Indies was catastrophically high. 
Hitching a ride along the routes of trade, the cholera then spread north 
to the Philippines, Japan, and China, westward over land and sea to 
Persia in 1822, and from there by caravanserai to the southern borders 
of Russia. Medical historians disagree on what happened next: whether 

Figure 4.5. In the mid- 1820s, Scottish artist James Baillie Fraser produced a series of In-
dian sketches titled Views of Calcutta and Its Environs. The high quality and expense of 
the volume— a nineteenth- century “coffee table book”— indicates a considerable mar-
ket for Indian- themed art in Britain around the time of Tambora. Here is Fraser’s im-
pression of the grand bazaar in Calcutta, which presented a very different scene during 
the devastating cholera epidemic a few years earlier. (Yale Center for British Art, Paul 
Mellon Collection.)
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the 1817 cholera merely slowed before gaining renewed strength in 1829 
when it reached Moscow, or whether a new epidemic began in Bengal 
in 1826, reaching the Russian capital three years later. Either way, on an 
implacable westward march that inspired as much fear in those await-
ing its coming as misery in those already afflicted, cholera reached Paris 
in 1830, England in 1831, and finally American shores the following year.

The eerie predictability of cholera’s progress, because of its perfect 
alignment with the global web of human commerce, “created panic 
on a scale not seen since the great plague epidemics of the seven-
teenth century.”28 For all the anticipation, however, cholera’s first strike 
was always shockingly sudden. In April 1832, the poet and journalist  
Heinrich Heine wrote about his experience at a masquerade ball in 
Paris at which a guest, dressed as a harlequin, suddenly collapsed on 
the dance floor. Panic ensued. Dozens of other victims fell to the floor 
until the ballroom resembled a battlefield. These fresh cholera victims, 
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Figure 4.6. Map showing the global spread of epidemic cholera out of Bengal post- 1816, 
in what has since been termed the first cholera “pandemic.” Epidemiologists have iden-
tified six subsequent pandemics, the most recent, and ongoing, originating in Indonesia 
in 1961. (Adapted from John Barber, An Account of the Rise and Progress of the Indian Spas-
modic Cholera . . . Illustrated by a Map Showing the Route and Progress of the Disease from 
Jessore, Near the Ganges, in 1817, to Great Britain, in 1831 [New Haven, 1832].)
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written in 1816. Even in January, the highland Yunnanese benefit from 
the thawing effects of southwesterly winds. Indeed, Kunming enjoys 
the least variation in diurnal temperature anywhere in China: rarely 
below 10°C in winter or above 22°C at the height of summer. Awed 
by this moderation, Chinese folklore has it that there is no summer or 
winter in Yunnan at all, only spring and autumn.

Yunnan’s distinctness from core China is thus reflected in both its 
history and its climate. The name “Yunnan” means “south of the cloud”: 
from the Chinese point of view this designated a remote and exotic 
region blessed by perennial warmth. Yunnan’s popular moniker, “Land 
of Eternal Spring,” encouraged generations of Han Chinese to venture 
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Figure 5.1. Map showing the enormous territorial extent of Qing Chinese agriculture, 
the boundaries of which reached their maximum in the mid- nineteenth century, prior 
to imperial decline and twentieth- century industrialization. (Zhao Songqiao, Geogra-
phy of China [New York: Wiley, 1994], 50).
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nan. At the time of the Tambora eruption in 1815, a fifty- year accelerated 
settlement program had seen Han Chinese pioneers from the east “re-
claim” vast areas of the intramontane lowlands for rice paddies, while 
picturesque irrigated terraces climbed ever further up the sheer moun-
tainsides. Rice is a famously hardy crop, hence its role as the staple diet 
for half the world’s people. Once a rice- growing system is in place, 
and refined to allow double or even triple cropping, it will support 
rapid and continuous population growth, as in the case of eighteenth- 
century Yunnan. No other plant has the population- carrying capacity 
of rice, whose system of air passages connecting its roots and stem is 
formidably efficient, enabling it to self- regulate in widely differing con-
texts from irrigated fields, to dry upland soils, to riverbeds.

But the cultivation of rice, which is after all a tropical plant, does 
have its Achilles’ heel: cold snaps in summer.8 A recent study nomi-
nated 14°C as the “critical threshold of damage for rice.” But sustained 
temperatures below 20°C, combined with a deficit of sunlight, are 

Figure 5.2. An idealized European impression of Chinese rice agriculture. (Thomas Al-
lom, China in a Series of Views Displaying the Scenery, Architecture, and Social Habits of 
That Ancient Empire [London, 1843– 47], 3:26).
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deliberate neglect. The state management of the granary system proved 
so expensive that bureaucrats looked more and more to the grain mar-
kets as a means to rationalize food distribution. Why stuff every prov-
ince with reserve grain when an efficient marketplace, in time of crisis, 
could transport it to the disaster zone according to the logic of supply 
and demand?

By 1815, the Qing state, ever fearful of the social instability wrought 
by food shortages, had come to favor a hybrid model of famine risk 
management that combined an integrated, commercialized food distri-
bution network— that is, a grain market— with a long- established state- 
run granary system to guarantee food supply to its frontier peoples. 
This sophisticated model of grain distribution, evolved over centuries, 
proved highly successful under conditions of normal climatic variabil-
ity. But when Tambora’s 1815 eruption brought an unprecedented wave 

Figure 5.3. Europeans were scandalized by reports of starving children brought to mar-
ket to be sold for bread during the Great Chinese Famine of the late 1870s— as drama-
tized in this newspaper illustration. As we have seen in the case of the Yunnan famine 
of 1816– 18, however, it was a culturally accepted last resort for Chinese families facing 
starvation. (© The Granger Collection, New York).
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self- sufficiency was not the dominant working rationale of the com-
mon Yunnanese farmer. Rather, he found himself forced into the mar-
ketplace to raise money for taxes and buy grain in the off- season. In this 
light, the state bureaucrats who habitually railed to the court against 
the “stupidity” of the peasants for selling their excess harvest rather than 
storing it as a wedge against crop failure appear disingenuous indeed. 
For the low- acreage farmer subject to this commercial market, and 
in the teeth of a famine, opium must have represented an irresistible 
temptation: the poppy was worth twice as much per acre of yield than 
the average grain crop and would grow in inhospitable conditions on 
marginal soil. Sown in the fall, the opium flower grew to maturity in 
March and could be harvested for its sap in summer. It could thus to 
some degree be grown in conjunction with, or as supplement to, con-

Figure 5.4. This British illustration dating from China’s humiliating defeat in the first 
Opium War (1839– 42) puts a benevolent face on opium addiction. The mood in this 
Chinese “opium den” seems recreational, even festive. Not visible in the image is an 
acknowledgment of Britain’s vital trade interest in expanding its market of Chinese 
drug users or the devastating long- term effects of mass opium consumption on Chinese 
society. (Thomas Allom, China in a Series of Views Displaying the Scenery, Architecture, and 
Social Habits of That Ancient Empire [London, 1843– 47], 3:54).
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“unnatural acts” of journalistic propaganda— gave rise to a noble but 
ultimately tragic and fruitless Arctic adventure played out on the 
nineteenth- century stage.

Barrow, the most powerful bureaucrat at the Admiralty in the post- 
Napoleonic period, used the pages of the widely read Quarterly Re-
view to advance his policy agenda for Britain’s navy. Mary Shelley was 
staying at the Hampstead cottage of her friend the radical journalist 
Leigh Hunt when, among tea tables cluttered with the latest books and 

Figure 6.1. Portrait of Sir John Barrow from about 1810, early in his forty- year tenure as 
a highly influential Second Secretary to the Admiralty. (© National Portrait Gallery, 
London.)



Figure 6.2. The air of authority evident in William Scoresby’s portrait, combined with 
his extensive knowledge of the polar regions, should have made him an obvious choice 
to lead the British Arctic expeditions of 1818. But Barrow snubbed him because he was 
a commercial whaler and not a navy man. In his absence, the Ross and Buchan expe-
ditions floundered. (William Scoresby, Account of the Arctic Regions [Edinburgh, 1820];  
© Bridgeman Art Library.)
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whaler, amounting to “somewhat more than 8/10 of an English mile” 
in length. He then attached wood blocks of different varieties to the 
end to test water pressure, and placed a thermometer inside the marine 
diver for temperature readings. Attaching the lead lines to his machine 
enabled Scoresby to lower the device to a depth of 600 fathoms. After 
some hours’ experimentation, Scoresby observed that the maximum 
temperature of the water through which the marine diver passed lay 

Figure 6.3. Scoresby’s “Marine Diver.” (William Scoresby, Account of the Arctic Regions 
[Edinburgh, 1820]; Courtesy of the Rare Book & Manuscript Library, University of Illi-
nois at Urbana- Champaign.)
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well beneath the surface. Also remarkable was the fact that this max-
imum temperature, 37°F, was the “greatest heat of the water, which [I] 
have observed in these regions.” The experiment, concluded Scoresby, 
“proves the existence of a current from the southward running beneath, 
at the same time the current from the NE to the SW runs upon and 
near the surface, whereby the whole body of the polar ice is carried.”22 
What Scoresby had unwittingly identified was, in fact, the main engine 
of northern hemispheric climate.

The so- called Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) 
is a submarine current system that transports tropical warmth to the 
North Pole via the gulf stream and, in the course of its many thousand 
miles’ journey, moderates extremes of air temperature at all latitudes. 
The AMOC, in turn, belongs to the conveyor belt of thermal deep sea 
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Figure 6.4. This schematized diagram of the global thermohaline circulation includes 
a dramatic U- turn in the North Atlantic in the vicinity of the undersea Greenland- 
Scotland Ridge. In the Greenland Sea west of Spitsbergen, where William Scoresby 
sailed in 1816, millions of gallons of warm, salty water flow northward, while the over-
turning southward flow is less salty and more than 10°F cooler. (Jack Cook; ©Woods 
Hole Oceanographic Institution.)
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instruments, might be extrapolated. A notable consequence of Pinatu-
bo’s eruption, and the global cooling it produced, was the “substantial 
decrease” in rainfall overland for a year following the eruption and a 
subsequent “record decrease” in runoff to the oceans. The cause was 
the chilled, volcanic atmosphere, which repressed evaporation and re-
duced the amount of water vapor in the air. Put in its broadest terms, 
reduced solar radiation in Pinatubo’s aftermath altered the flow of en-
ergy through the coupled ocean- atmosphere system, with significant 
implications for the global hydrological cycle. Accordingly, the first 
post- Pinatubo year, 1992, witnessed the largest recorded percentage of 
the global landmass suffering drought conditions. A recent computer 
simulation of the influence of volcanic activity on global climate since 
1600 produced the same “general precipitation decrease” in the high lat-
itudes of the northern hemisphere, especially pronounced over land.24

In the case of Tambora, a volcanic event six times the magnitude 
of Pinatubo, hydrological disruption at the hemispheric scale must 
have been nothing short of catastrophic. In 1816 and 1817, with extreme 
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Figure 6.5. A model incorporating historical streamflow records of the world’s largest 
925 rivers shows the dramatic decrease in freshwater runoff to the oceans following Pi-
natubo’s eruption in June 1991. (Kevin Trenberth and Aiguo Dai, “Effects of the Mount 
Pinatubo Volcanic Eruption on the Hydrological Cycle as an Analog of Geoengineer-
ing,” Geophysical Research Letters 34 [2007]: L15702; © American Geophysical Union.)



Figure 6.6. A dashing portrait of Captain William Edward Parry on his triumphant 
return to England, having reached Melville Island and over- wintered in the Arctic in 
1819– 20, the first expedition ever to achieve these feats. Parry’s first voyage stands as 
the greatest unqualified success in the history of nineteenth- century British polar ex-
ploration. When, in 1826, the Bronte children received a box of toy soldiers around 
which they were to build their elaborate fictional kingdom, eight- year- old Emily, future 
author of Wuthering Heights, named her favorite “Edward Parry.” (© National Portrait 
Gallery, London.)
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their tinned provisions, the rest to hypothermia and starvation. In their 
extremity, they resorted to feeding on their dead messmates. Franklin 
himself was spared the worst, being one of the first to die.28

With Franklin’s death, the objectives of polar exploration underwent 
a sea change, from a scientific inquiry into the northwest passage and 
its commercial prospects for the British empire to a morbid quest for 
Franklin’s salvation, or his remains. On one of Parry’s unsuccessful re-
turn trips to the Arctic in the 1820s, he had difficulty explaining to the 
Inuit inhabitants he met of the purpose of his voyage. The tribespeople 
decided among themselves that he could only be in search of his an-
cestors’ bones. Nothing else made sense.29 Franklin wasn’t yet dead, but 

Figure 6.7. The grisly discovery of skeletal remains of Franklin’s crew on King William 
Island, by the McClintock search expedition in 1859, is illustrated here in a German 
volume from 1861. Accounts of the British polar voyages were translated and published 
all across Europe, including Norway, where they inspired the young Roald Amundsen. 
(Hermann Wagner, Die Franklin- Expedition und ihr Ausgang [Leipzig, 1861],  218; Courtesy 
of the Rare Book & Manuscript Library, University of Illinois at Urbana- Champaign.)
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in the world,” which, coming from a true- born Romantic, was high 
praise indeed.11 Their walking tour of Mont Blanc’s northside glacier, 
the Mer de Glace, had put her in mind of the ghost story competition 
with Byron and Shelley. She was inspired to “write my story,” as she con-
fided to her journal, and now had a setting for the opening of book 2 
where she would reunite the unfortunate monster, lately a murderer on 
the run, with his unhappy creator. In one of the most gripping scenes 
of the novel, Frankenstein embarks on his Alpine tour with the hope 
of discovering in the majestic stillness of the mountains some escape 
from his grief and regret: “My heart, which was before sorrowful, now 
swelled with something like joy.” Instead, he finds that the glaciers have 
become the refuge of his hideous Creature, who waylays him on the 
vast tundra of the Mer de Glace: “I suddenly beheld the figure of a man, 
advancing toward me with superhuman speed. He bounded over the 

fIgure 7.1. J.M.W. Turner’s etching from 1812 shows Mary Shelley’s view from the valley 
of Chamonix toward the Mer de Glace. The longest glacier in France, it courses down 
the northern slopes of the Mont Blanc range. Turner’s image highlights magnificently 
the aquatic instability— and grim threatfulness— of the “Sea of Ice.” (© Fine Arts Muse-
ums of San Francisco / Achenbach Foundation.)
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countries, only to be ignored. Venetz was the first to make a serious 
case based on geological observation, and the first to make the neces-
sary link between glaciation and climate change. Venetz’s career as a 
pioneering glaciologist was marked by a lifelong devotion to on- site 
study in the Alps, but also frustratingly few publications. It is possible,  

fIgure 7.2. Portrait of Ignace Venetz (1826). The artist has ingeniously incorporated 
Venetz’s most famous engineering achievement— the tunnel at the Giétro glacial 
dam— as the background Alpine vista. (© Musées cantonaux, Sion; Photo: François 
Lambiel.)
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ever- increasing from seasonal runoff, the dammed- up Dranse was poised 
to burst at any moment. The threatened flood would inundate the pris-
tine valley with over twenty million cubic meters of water, enough to 
submerge the town of Martigny twenty kilometers away, and destroy 
all the farmland and villages in its path. The worried peasants of the 
Val de Bagnes were fortunate in one regard, however. The provincial 
government had sent Venetz— a true montagnard— to deal with the 
crisis. In return, the valley residents offered Venetz their most knowl-
edgeable guide, a chamois hunter from the town of Lourtier named 
Jean- Pierre Perraudin, to accompany him on his tour of the site of po-
tential cataclysm.

Perraudin is a remarkable figure in the history of nineteenth- century 
science.16 With little education and no academic credentials whatever, 
he nevertheless took it upon himself to convert any science- minded 
individual who crossed his path to the long- held local belief that the 
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Figure 8.1. The title page from William Carleton’s The Black Prophet (1847) shows the 
hero fainting from hunger, while beneath the author’s name is the haunting image of 
a freshly dug grave.
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Figure 8.2. A synoptic weather map for July 7, 1816, based on reconstructions by pioneer-
ing historical climatologist Hubert Lamb. The map shows a storm- rich low- pressure 
system— remarkable for its unseasonality— centered directly over Ireland. (C. R. Har-
ington, ed., The Year without a Summer? World Climate in 1816 [Ottawa: Canadian Mu-
seum of Nature, 1992], 363; Courtesy of the Canadian Museum of Nature.)
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Figure 8.4. This remarkable hybrid illustration from Carleton’s The Black Prophet (p. 27) 
shows the “sky” above the lovers’ heads filled with phantasmic scenes of human suffer-
ing from the Irish famine and epidemic of 1816– 18. Following Carleton’s text closely, the 
illustrator represents the calamity as meteorological in origin, where rainclouds shape a 
nightmarish vision of fever- stricken victims, deathbeds, and funeral wakes. The contrast 
with the sentimental image of the hero and heroine is jarring.
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atmosphere is filled with a thick haze, the inconvenience of which is 
not diminished by the clouds of impalpable dust which float in the 
air.”4 The insinuating presence of Tambora’s aerosol cloud dimmed the  
sun across the entire North Atlantic region, wreaking havoc on the evo-
lution of seasonally benign weather systems. The rogue snowstorm 
that almost killed the schoolchildren in upstate New York originated 
with an intense, stationary high- pressure system off the east coast of 
Greenland in late May. This effectively blocked the eastward trajectory 
of North American weather, funneling Arctic air southward— a system 
characteristic of deep winter. As this cold air encountered the warmer 
atmosphere to the south through the week of May 28– June 4, it brought 
wildly unstable conditions to New England and Canada. An exagger-
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the originary heat emanating from the Earth’s core provided the life- 
principle of the animate world by setting the temperature of its various 
regions. Climate, by Buffon’s formulation, equaled temperature. And 
temperature, in turn, determined the relative “energy” and fecundity of 
nature around the globe.

Figure 9.3. This portrait of Thomas Jefferson from 1821 captures the emotional traumas of 
the third president’s final years, dominated by the destructive sequence of bad weather, 
crop failure, and economic turmoil that crippled the Atlantic states in the post- Tambora 
period. (© Thomas Jefferson Foundation at Monticello. Photo: Edward Owen.)
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The great loser in this uneven thermal distribution, it turns out, was 
America. According to Buffon, “in such a situation is the continent of 
America placed, and so formed, that everything concurs to diminish the 
action of heat.” Buffon’s grand, multivolume Histoire Naturelle (1749– 88) 
drew strong criticism from the French clergy for its scant references to 

Figure 9.4. A portrait of the Comte de Buffon early in his glittering career, to commem-
orate his 1753 election to the Académie Française. Fittingly— given Buffon’s status as one 
of the last intellectual lions of the French ancien régime— the portrait hangs today in 
the royal palace of Versailles. (© RMN/Art Resource, New York.)
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setback saw Jefferson take on a further debt load totaling almost $11,000, 
consisting of five separate loans from three banks. His “entanglements,” 
as Jefferson called them, were now beyond any rational scale. The for-
mer president, along with millions of his fellow citizens, was floating 
on the rim of a giant bubble— reality fast receding beneath him: “All is 
confusion, uncertainty, and panic.”50

Thomas Jefferson experienced the Panic of 1819 as a profound, 
personal depression of body and mind. “After two years of prostrate 
health,” he wrote in the fall of 1820, “you have the old, infirm, and nerve-
less body I now am, unable to write but with pain, and unwilling to 
think without necessity.”51 In one sense, Jefferson’s pain in these years 
is purely personal and pitiable: the unfortunate result of an old man’s 
bad luck and wavering judgment. At another level, however, it stands 
as a poignant symbol of national distress. Jefferson was never closer to 
the citizenry he ruled for eight years— and in whose imagination he 
held such a vaunted place— than during the Panic of 1819, when over 
three hundred banks across the nation failed overnight. His experience 
of crop failure, debt, and humiliation after 1816 was shared by legions of 

Location 1815 1816 1817 1818 1819 1820

United States 100 124 154 127 86 59
Britain 100 117 146 131 114 102
France 100 145 185 126 94 98
Switzerland 100 162 235 121 81 75
Austria (Vienna) 100 188 183 52 30 40
Bavaria (Munich) 100 190 301 131 n.a. 46
Unweighted averages 100 154 201 115 81 70

Figure 9.5. Index of wholesale grain prices for western Europe and the United States, 
1815– 20, which shows the dramatic surge in transatlantic grain prices owing to the ru-
ined harvests of 1816 and 1817, followed by their equally stunning collapse in 1819– 20. 
Index numbers for the United States, Britain, France, and Switzerland represent wheat 
prices, and Austria (Vienna) and Bavaria (Munich) rye prices. Adapted from John D. 
Post, The Last Great Subsistence Crisis in the Western World (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1977), 37.
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his fellow Americans who lost their farms, jobs, homes, and life savings 
in an economic crisis of epic dimensions. “Never were such hard times,” 
Jefferson wrote in April 1820 as the U.S. economy subsided from panic 
into a general depression. “Not a dollar is passing from one to another.” 
The former president was well aware of the scope of the suffering, both 
nationally and near at hand. With the people of Virginia “in a condition 
of unparalleled distress,” a breakdown of civil order seemed imminent. 
“I fear,” he wrote, “local insurrections against these horrible sacrifices of 
property.”52

In the words of historian Daniel Dupre, “The Panic of 1819 is not just 
a tale of banks and currency, of debtors and creditors and sheriff’s sales; 
it is the story of an emotional upheaval and shattering of a collective 
expectation of progress and prosperity.”53 The raw statistics are brutal 

Figure 9.6. This idyllic view of Monticello was drawn the summer before the incum-
bent’s death in 1826. It shows Jefferson’s grandchildren gamboling over the estate’s fa-
mous gardens. An unspoken irony of the image (in addition to the absence of slaves) 
is that Jefferson’s debts— blown out beyond all recovery by the Panic of 1819— ensured 
that his descendants would not inherit Monticello. The children are enjoying sum-
mer at their grandfather’s estate for the last time. (© Thomas Jefferson Foundation at  
Monticello; Photo: H. Andrew Johnson.)
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Anthropocene designates the age of accelerated urban- industrial de-
velopment and population increase since 1750 that has wrought ever- 
increasing changes on the Earth’s biosphere, and witnessed the con-
tamination and depletion of its natural resources.4 Where the deep time 
modulations of geology or Darwinian natural selection might be said 
to have long ruled unchallenged, we are now at the point, Crutzen and 
others have argued, where human beings have assumed the principal 
levers of control over biophysical conditions on planet Earth.

The Anthropocene came often to my mind as I sailed through open 
Arctic waters in the summer of 2012, on my intermittent global quest to 
retrace, in sublunary fashion, the course of Tambora’s volcanic plume 
from the tropics to the poles. On a journey of some 2,500 nautical miles 
from the west coast of Greenland to northwestern Canada, our sturdy 

FigurE E.1. Nicolas Poussin’s Shepherds of Arcadia (1637– 38), better known as Et in Arca-
dia Ego after the inscription barely legible on the tomb. Poussin’s exact message in his 
painting— is he emphasizing the reality of death or the pleasures of Arcadia?— has been 
a debate point among art historians for centuries. In our century of climate change, the 
“choice” between these interpretations captures perfectly the situation facing global 
humanity. (© Musée du Louvre/Art Resource, New York.)




